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William Kentridge describes Memo as “a Kafka comedy in which simple office objects first escape from and finally overwhelm a middle-aged functionary.”  A collaborative project created with artist friends 

Deborah Bell and Robert Hodgins, the video was inspired by Hodgins’s depressed mood.  In Memo, Hodgins portrays a wilting businessman whose attempts at controlling his frenetic office fail, leaving him 

paralyzed and anonymous.  The character’s struggle to avoid being enveloped by an aggressive environment is a straightforward and powerful allegory that addresses how restrictions of time and space 

can deflate the human spirit.   Kentridge says for the personal experiences that inspire his videos to resonate universally it is necessary to “find your very 

direct personal point of entry into each drawing or set of images of film.  If that’s done diligently enough, it will also make sense beyond your immediate 

circle. “ 

 

Kentridge, who entered the art scene in the 1980s,  has spent much of his career criticizing racial oppression in his native South Africa.  He has been 

described as everything from animator to set designer to actor.  In Kentridge’s animations, however, charcoal drawings loom large.  As in Memo, the artist 

often navigates the space between drawing and film, believing that drawing is “… a slow-motion version of thought.” And that, “The uncertain and 

imprecise way of constructing a drawing is sometimes a model of how to construct meaning.”  A master of creating specific moods, Kentridge realizes that 

incorporating music helps him convey emotion more powerfully.  Here, composer Phillip Miller renders a melancholy score to accompany the video’s dancing duel between the human body and the drawn 

line.   

 

Educated at the University Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa, Kentridge has exhibited internationally in major venues such as Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in Washington, D.C., the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York, and the Venice Biennale in Italy.  Kentridge has been honored with a dozen international awards and has been included in over 100 exhibitions – including a projection 

in Time Square -- during his career. 


